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'JCnifeb i e Scnate 
COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

April 3 0, 19 69 

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg 
Chairman 
Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Dr. Seaborg: 

I have enclosed a letter which I received from the senior American 
Government Class at the Iowa Braille and Sight Saving School 
expressing their concern over the use of nuclear power plants, and 
the possible construction of one near Cedar Rapids, Iowa.  

Since I am not informed of the guidelines used by AEC in siting 
nuclear reactors, I would be most appreciative if you could suggest 
a reply to this correspondence.

HEH:bjp 

Enclosure

Sincerely, 

HAROLD E. HUGHf 

MAY2 19690 
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IOWA BRAILLND SIGHT SAVING SCHOOL 0 

VINTON, IOWA 

April 21, 1969 

The Honorable Harold E. Hughes 
Senator From Iowa 
Washington, D.C.  

Sir: 

After reading the enclosed article, the senior American 
government class at the Iowa Braille and Sight Saving School 
in Vinton, Iowa has become deeply concerned over the dangerous 
use of the attQA as a source of power. We are concerned because 
the Iowa Electric Light and Power Company is promoting 
the building of a nuclear power plant a few.miles northwest 
of Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Because Iowa is a tornado state, such 
a reactor could be very easily damaged by a tornado, which, 
depending on the extent of the damage, could cause very 
grave problems for the near by populated areas. Also, 
accidents could easily occur during the transfer of spent 
reactor cores from the reactor to storage areas and reprocessing 
plants. Since such materials must be stored for long periods 
of time, the containers in which these materials are stored 
are susceptible to damage by natural disasters such as 
earthquakes ect.  

We are concerned with this matter not only locally but also 
nationally. We feel that people throughout the nation are 
concerned but do not voice their concern because they feel 
that their individual opinions would be ineffective.  
However, we believe that since you are our senator and 
spokesman, and are interested in the wellfare of the Zmerican 
public, you will take action to prevent the use of the ato.m 
as a source of power until a way can be found to eliminate 
the possible dangers.  

As you are our senator, we felt that we should write to you 
first concerning this matter. However, we are willing to 
send letters to other prominent senators and representatives 
if you feel it advisable. We hope you will answer this letter 
and advise us as to what action you will take and as to how 
we should proceed in this matter, We sincerely appreciate 
your cooperation.  

A STATE BOARD OF REGENTS SCHOOL



'IOWA BRAILLE AND SIGHT SAVING SCHOOL 
*INTON, IOWA 

Yours very truly, 

A most concerned and apprehensive 
senior American government class

A STATE BOARD OF REGENTS SCHOOL
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A Myth 
Nucearpowr ~illsoon be a reality in Iowa,.  

vit lea powtrnwillt a boI 
with several plants near the state borders and anothel 

*planned near Cedar Rapids. Little has been said' 

publicly about the possible dangers of such plants.  

The following article, which details these dangers, 

,has been excerpted fromthe magazine, Natural His-r 

tory, published by the Museum of Natural History 

in New York.  

By Richard Curtis and Elizabeth Hogan 

Tebleis widespread that the nutclear reactors being 0, 

The belief is wiepeiisa ee reliable, and 

built to generate electricity for our i aber of physicists, 
pollution-free. But a rapidly growing numr on evnsta 

bioogitsengneers, public health officials, *and evenstf 
biologists, engi eers, gy Commission itself have been 

member othAtmcEeguthe planned proliferationo 

expressing serious misgivings about the inned thato of 

;nuclear powver plants. In fact, some have indlicated that nuclear.  

power represants the gravest pollution threat yet to our 

I environment. r "I" 
ro ne ercial nuclear power plants were 
As of June, 1968, 15 comme UntSaepouigaot.  

operating or operable within the United States, producing abou 

onper eng o ourrab et electrical output. The government, 
one per cent of our current e nbwhich half of ou 
however, has been promoting a bplan by wby he ur 

electric power will be generat by the construction or on 

To meet this goal, 87 more plants are under cndtreator on 

the drawing boards. Although atomic power and reacto ring up 
nology are still imperfect sciences, thcse reactos Most of 

in los prxiitY to heavy Population concentrations Mos of 0 

them lloe pofsimz toever previously attempted by scientists 

and engineers. They are, in effect, gigantic nuclear experi

ments.  
Radioactive Materials t o 

Atomic reactors are designed to us 

generated by splitting atoms.  
Unfortunately, however, heat is not ty 

produced by atomic fission. Another is radioactivity. 
' 

Some of the fission byproducts have been described as a 

million to a billion times more toxic than any known industrial 

chemical.eevn 
Because the intense radioactivity in a reactor core even

uayineferswt the fuel's efficiency, the spent fuel 

assemblies must be removed from time to time and replaced 

Themblies mre transported to reprocessing plants where the.  

The old Ones are trated from the salvageable fuel as well 

contaminants are sep alaleb-rout 
as from plutonium, a valuable by-product.  

s m atniaory means has been found for neutralizing 
Since no satisfactor mashecnmiants, it must be 

the radioactive liquid containing the contaminantss plnts 

stored until it is no longer dangerous. Thus, reprocesfing plants 

and' storage areas are immense repoDsitorieso"htan 
d tria l re thermore, routes between nuclear power 

"1dirty" material. Furtem ciiycrytafcbaing high 

plants and the reprocessing facility carry traffic bear 

quantities of such material.  

Even from this glimpse it will be apparent that public and 

environmental safety depend on the flawless contagntonthe 

' rdioactivity every step of the way. For, own to th 

redible potency of fission products, even the slightest 

leakage is harmful and a massive release would be cata

:strophic. an e rel 
T7he fundamefltal question,. then, is how heavily canw eyp 

on huinani wisdom, care, and engine3ering to hold this periln 

under absolute control? 
,YAbundant evidence points to the conclusion that we cannot 

rely on- it at all.  
NuSlear physicists assure us that reactors caor extona 

like atomic bombs because the comiplex apparatus for detonat-.,," 

ing an atomic warhead is absent. This fact, however, is of little 

consoation when it is realized that only a conventional 

explosion, which ruptures the reactor structure, could produce 

explocion, ahce elipsing any industrial accident on record or 

Any single act of war, including the atomic destruction of 

Hiroshima or Nagasaki.  
Numerous Ways

There re numrous ways in which such an explionu~ .,..  

takeplae ina ractor. For example, liquid sodiumwihi .,?,~ 
,.  

uskedpa in om reacos asac ant, is a devilishly tricky .M L*'* 

iNUCLEAR- 
Please turn to Page Eight.  
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